
REPORT #438456

1966 Ford Bronco

This 1966 Ford Bronco is in fair running and driving condition with flaws to note.

Exterior

The wiper system is not working. Further diagnosis is needed. There are misc scratches around the
exterior of the vehicle. There are minor misc dings around the vehicle. There is a dent on the
passenger side of the roof. The owner states that the vehicle was previously painted "green" when
they purchased it. In the 1990's they had the vehicle painted white and blue. The repaint is in fair
condition with flaws throughout. The frame shows surface rust throughout. The underside of the
vehicle shows areas of rust. There are also areas around the body that show surface rust and rot.
See photos. The driver's and passenger floor pans were previously rusted, and have since been
replaced with aluminum. The rocker panels show rust. The quarter panels show rust. The left and
rear taillight lenses are damaged. The bumper covers shows surface rust. The rear bumper shows
some misalignment. The side moldings show areas which are starting to peel off. The owner states
that the top can be removed. The owner did not remove the top at the inspection as it has not been
removed in a long time. The body seals around the windows are showing signs of age and wear.
This includes the doors, windows, trunk, and other miscellaneous body seals. They will need



replacement. The chrome is pitted, surface rusted, and wearing due to age. The winch is operating
properly. All four wheels show corrosion. The tires are dry rotted and need to be replaced.

Interior

The steering wheel shows a crack and some wear from use/aging. The horn button on the steering
wheel is not operational. The horn is operated through a silver push button on the left side of the
dash. The seats show heavy wear. The passenger seat is supported by wood. The owner is
including extra front seats and a bench seat. See photos. The radio does not work. The inner door
panels show moderate wear from use. The interior corners and seams show rust. The interior trim
throughout the vehicle shows heavy wear overall. Some of the window hardware has been replaced
with wire holding on the rollup lever. The windows are operational. There is rust on the center
console seams and bolts. The dash is cracked throughout due to age. The heater is operated with
cable controls. The heater is operating properly. The blower motor fan is original and worn, causing
it to be slightly noisy. The truck bed shows areas of rust and rot. All of the other interior functions,
controls, and accessories not yet noted are operating as designed. There were no odd smells in the
vehicle at the inspection, and this is a non-smoker vehicle.

Mechanical

The battery terminals are corroded. A battery service is recommend so the terminals can be
cleaned. The hoses are old and worn, should be replaced. The belt is showing wear and cracking
from age. The engine is seeping some oil from the underside. There were no drips at time of
inspection. This area should be cleaned off and rechecked to verify source of leak or leaks. The
transmission is seeping some oil from the underside. There were no drips at time of inspection. This
area should be cleaned off and rechecked to verify source of leak or leaks. The transmission is
seeping fluid from the pan area and should be cleaned off and recheck to find the source of
seepage. The emergency brake cable has a broken cable bracket. The transfer case is seeping fluid
and should be cleaned off to determine the source of seepage. Both the front and rear differentials
are seeping fluid. The muffler system does not have proper hangers installed. There is play in the
front drive shaft. This needs to be repaired/further diagnosed. There was some play felt in the
steering wheel due to worn steering components.

Test Drive

The engine had plenty of power and there were no misfires or smoking. The transmission shifted as
designed with no harsh engagement or slipping. The vehicle wanders while driving on the road. This
is due to loose steering components. The brakes were firm with no pulsation felt. The gauges
appear accurate and operational. See below and pictures for more info.

Vehicle Info
Year - 1966

Make - Ford

Model - Bronco

Mileage - 33499

Transmission - Manual

VIN Number - I14FL767371

Interior - Vinyl

Interior Color - White

Mechanical
Air Filter ✔

Battery Condition ✖

The battery terminals are corroded. A battery service is recommend so
the terminals can be cleaned.
Charging System ✔

Cooling Fan Condition ✔

Radiator Cap Sealing Properly ✔

Hoses ✖



Body Color - White

Engine - 6 Cylinder

Drive Type - Four Wheel Drive

Fuel Type - Gas

Engine Number - N/A

Transmission Number - N/A

Exterior
Wiper Blades ✖

The wiper system is not working. Further diagnosis is needed.
Scratches ✖

There are misc scratches around the exterior of the vehicle.
Dings ✖

There are minor misc dings around the vehicle.
Dents ✖

There is a dent on the passenger side of the roof.
Paint Condition ✖

The owner states that the vehicle was previously painted "green" when
they purchased it. In the 1990's they had the vehicle painted white and
blue. The repaint is in fair condition with flaws throughout.
Body Seals ✖

The body seals around the windows are showing signs of age and wear.
This includes the doors, windows, trunk, and other miscellaneous body
seals. They will need replacement.
Rust ✖

The underside of the vehicle shows areas of rust. There are also areas
around the body that show surface rust and rot. See photos.
Exterior Lights ✖

The left and rear taillight lenses are damaged.
Door Mirrors ✔

Bumpers ✖

The bumper covers shows surface rust. The rear bumper shows some
misalignment.
Side Moldings ✖

The side moldings show areas which are starting to peel off.
Convertible Top ✖

The owner states that the top can be removed. The owner did not
remove the top at the inspection as it has not been removed in a long
time.
Frame Damage ✖

The frame shows surface rust throughout.
Glass ✔

Hood ✔

Doors ✔

Floors ✖

The driver's and passenger floor pans were previously rusted, and have
since been replaced with aluminum.
Rockers ✖

The rocker panels show rust.
Quarter Panels ✖

The quarter panels show rust.
Chrome ✖

The chrome is pitted, surface rusted, and wearing due to age.

Interior
Steering Wheel ✖

The steering wheel shows a crack and some wear from use/aging.
Horn ✖

The horn button on the steering wheel is not operational. The horn is
operated through a silver push button on the left side of the dash.
Seat Condition ✖

The seats show heavy wear. The passenger seat is supported by wood.
The owner is including extra front seats and a bench seat. See photos.

The hoses are old and worn, should be replaced.
Radiator ✔

Engine Coolant ✔

Coolant Leaks ✔

Belts ✖

The belt is showing wear and cracking from age.
Engine Oil ✔

Engine Fluid Leaks ✖

The engine is seeping some oil from the underside. There were no drips
at time of inspection. This area should be cleaned off and rechecked to
verify source of leak or leaks.
Transmission Fluid ✖

The transmission is seeping some oil from the underside. There were
no drips at time of inspection. This area should be cleaned off and
rechecked to verify source of leak or leaks.
Transmission Leaks ✖

The transmission is seeping fluid from the pan area and should be
cleaned off and recheck to find the source of seepage.
Brake System ✖

The emergency brake cable has a broken cable bracket.
Brake Fluid Leaks ✔

Transfer Case Leaks ✖

The transfer case is seeping fluid and should be cleaned off to
determine the source of seepage.
Differential leaks ✖

Both the front and rear differentials are seeping fluid.
Muffler System ✖

The muffler system does not have proper hangers installed.
CV Joints and Axles ✖

There is play in the front drive shaft. This needs to be repaired/further
diagnosed.
Shocks and bushings ✔

Ball Joints and Tie Rods ✖

There was some play felt in the steering wheel due to worn steering
components.

Road Test
Road Test ✔

Engine Performance ✔

Transmission performance ✔

Clutch Performance ✔

Differential Performance ✔

Transfer Case Performance ✔

Wheel Bearing Performance ✔

Braking Performance ✔

Suspension Performance ✔

Steering Performance ✖

The vehicle wanders while driving on the road. This is due to loose
steering components.
Engine Starting ✔

TIRES/WHEELS
Spare Tire ✖

No spare tire found with vehicle.

Tire Manufacturer
Driver's Front - BFGoodrich

Passenger's Front - BFGoodrich

Driver's Rear - BFGoodrich

Passenger's Rear - BFGoodrich

Tire Size
Driver's Front - 30/9/5R15

Passenger's Front - 30/9/5R15

Driver's Rear - 30/9/5R15


